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Abstract: Famous public key cryptosystem such as RSA and Diffie-Hellman is not secure against
quantum computer. Also, the emergence of quantum computers is not theoretical but is actually in
practical. Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC) means quantum-resistant cryptography. Lattice-based
cryptography has been known as one of PQC. Learning with Errors (LWE), Ring Learning with Errors
(Ring-LWE), and Module Learning with Errors(Module-LWE) are the mathematical hard problems in
lattice-based cryptography. In public domain, Open Quantum Safe (OQS) project develops quantumresistant cryptosystems such as lattice-based, code-based, and supersingular isogeny elliptic curve as
open source. We focus on lattice-based OQS projects such as BCNS15, NewHope, MSrln, Kyber, and
Frodo. In this paper, we check and compare the performance of OQS key exchange protocols using
lattices. Then, we suggest future work in OQS project.
Keywords: Open Quantum Safe project, lattice-based, code-based, SIDH, key exchange protocol
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Introduction

1.1

The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) contested a public PQC cryptographic algorithm project until November 30, 2017 to select secure
cryptographic algorithm against the quantum adversary. The cryptographic algorithms must provide at
least one of the public key encryption, key exchange
protocol, or signature. In addition, the algorithm must
be secure both in the classical and quantum computing,
and security level of the algorithm is at least 256-bit.
We investigate the cryptographic features of 9 kinds
of key exchange protocols such as Frodo[3], BCNS[4],
NewHope[5], MSrln[6], Kyber[7], NTRU[8] McBits[9],
IQC[10], and MSR SIDH[11] in Open Quantum Safe
(OQS) project. OQS project is based on three kinds
of PQC primitives such as lattice-based, code-based,
and supersingular isogeny elliptic curve. Frodo, BCNS,
NewHope, MSrln, Kyber, and NTRU key exchange
protocol are based on lattice-based scheme. IQC and
MSR SIDH are based on supersingular isogeny elliptic
curve scheme. McBits is based on code-based scheme.
In this paper, we introduce contents of OQS project.
Then, we experiment with each protocol as payload and
runtime.

Motivation

IBM has developed a quantum computer that allows
the public to simulate a quantum computer through
an IBM cloud service. IBM developed a quantum computer with 5-qubit in 2016 and a new quantum computer with 50-qubit in Nov., 2017. Therefore, the emergence of quantum computers is not theoretical but becomes actually in practical.
Public key cryptosystems such as RSA and DiffieHellman (DH) key exchange protocol are based on the
difficulty of Integer Factorization Problem (IFP) and
Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP). However, IFP and
DLP can be solved within the polynomial time by Shor’s
algorithm[1] using a quantum computer. Blockcipher
such as AES and DES can be solved using Grover’s
algorithm.[2]. Grover’s algorithm can use data search
problem. In classical computer, adversary can search
database as O(2n ) complexity. Using the quantum
computer, the√complexity of data search problem reduces just O( 2n ). Therefore, current cryptosystems
must be replace due to defense the quantum adversary.
We prepare the new cryptosystem called Post Quantum Cryptography (PQC). PQC has 5 kinds of primitives such as lattice-based, code-based, hash-based,
multivariate-based, and supersingular isogeny elliptic
curve. Lattice-based cryptography is used for an encryption scheme, signature, and key exchange protocol.
∗

†

1.2

Outline of the Paper

In Section 2, we introduce lattice-based cryptography such as well-known mathematical hard problems
like Learning with Errors (LWE), Ring-LWE, and ModuleLWE problems. Section 3 describes related work such
as PQC cryptosystems and OpenSSL library. Then, we
investigate Open Quantum Safe project from the view
of content and performance which contains quantumresistant key exchange protocol in Section 4. We suggest future work and conclusion in Section 5.
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Background

mathematical hard problem against the quantum adversary.
For a ring R of degree n over Z, and defining quotient
ring Rq = R/qR. Error distribution χ over Z is usually
used Gaussian distribution or binomial distribution.
Module-LWE distribution Am,k,η ∈ Rm×k
×Rm
q
q , secret
k
vector s ∈ βη and choose uniformly random ai ∈ Rkq ,
and choosing ei ← βη . and outputting;

In this section, the well-known lattice-based mathematical hard problem such as LWE, Ring-LWE, and
Module-LWE problems will be described in brief.
Lattice-based cryptography is one of the most popular PQC primitives. Therefore, lattice-based cryptography is secure against the quantum adversary. There
are many kinds of lattice-based cryptographic primitives such as Learning with Errors (LWE), Ring Learning with Errors (Ring-LWE), Module Learning with Errors (Module-LWE), Learning with Rounding (LWR),
and so on. Lattice-based cryptography can be used not
only for encryption scheme but also for key exchange
protocol and digital signature. We will describe LWE,
Ring-LWE, and Module-LWE problems in brief.
2.1

(a, bi = aTi · s + ei

Module-LWE problem has two kinds of version such
as search and decision. In cryptography, we use decision version Module-LWE problem. Decision ModuleLWE problem is given m independent samples (ai , bi ) ∈
Rkq ×Rq . s ∈ βηk for a uniformly random Rq or uniform
distribution, distinguish which chooses the sample.

Learning with Errors
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LWE problem is introduced by Regev[12] in 2009.
LWE is a quantum-resistant mathematical hard problem against the quantum adversary.
Error distribution χ over Z is usually used Gaussian
distribution or binomial distribution. LWE distribution As,χ ∈ Znq × Znq , for a secret vector s ∈ Znq and
choose uniformly random a ∈ Znq , and choosing e ← χ.
and outputting;

3.1

LWE problem has two kinds of version such as search
and decision. In cryptography, we use decision version LWE problem. Decision LWE problem is given
m independent samples (ai , bi ) ∈ Znq × Znq . As,χ for
a uniformly random s ∈ Znq or uniform distribution,
distinguish which chooses the sample.

3.2

OpenSSL

Lattice-based Key Exchange Protocol

Ding et al.[15] suggested the first lattice-based key
exchange protocol in 2012. After this research, many
works studied unauthenticated and authenticated key
exchange protocols based on LWE, Ring-LWE, and ModuleLWE problems.
Peikert[16] also gave efficient and practical latticebased key exchange protocols. This protocol can be
used for TLS/SSL protocol in internet.
Zhang et al.[17] designed a lattice-based authenticated key exchange similar to HMQV [18].
On the other hand, the first Password-based Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) protocol was first suggested by Bellovin and Merritt [19] without formal security analysis. PAKE protocol is advantage for its
simple use. However, it has disadvantage the called
dictionary attacks. In dictionary attacks, the adversary
tries all possible combination of secret keys in a small
set of values like a dictionary, to break the PAKE protocol. Dictionary attack is not effective in high-entropy
keys. However, adversary can recover the secret key
using low-entropy keys.
Dictionary attacks are classified into two types: online and off-line dictionary attacks. To classify this
problem, several protocols are designed to be secure
even when the secret key is a password. The goal of
PAKE protocols is to restrict the adversaries success to
on-line guessing attacks and prevent off-line dictionary
attacks. The security of these protocol managements

Ring Learning with Errors

Ring-LWE problem is introduced by Lyubashevsky
et al.[13] in 2010. Ring-LWE is also a quantum-resistant
mathematical hard problem against the quantum adversary.
For a ring R of degree n over Z, and defining quotient ring Rq = R/qR. Error distribution χ over Z is
usually used Gaussian distribution or binomial distribution. Ring-LWE distribution As,χ ∈ Rq × Rq , secret
vector s ∈ Rq and choose uniformly random a ∈ Rq ,
and choosing e ← χ. and outputting;
(a, b = s · a + e mod q)
Ring-LWE problem has two kinds of version such as
search and decision. In cryptography, we use decision
version Ring-LWE problem. Decision Ring-LWE problem is given m independent samples (ai , bi ) ∈ Rq × Rq .
s ∈ As,χ for a uniformly random Rq or uniform distribution, distinguish which chooses the sample.
2.3

Related Work

OpenSSL is a software library for secure communication such as Transport Layer Security (TLS) and
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. This library is
written in C-language as open source implementation.
OpenSSL supports both public key and secret key cryptography such as RSA, AES, DSA, and Elliptic Curve
Diffie-Hellman (ECDH). In the current version of OpenSSL
v1.1.1, DH and ECDH are implemented as key exchange protocol.

(a, b = hs, ai + e mod q)

2.2

mod q)

Module Learning with Errors

Module-LWE problem is introduced by Langlois et
al.[14] in 2015. Module-LWE is also a quantum-resistant
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relies on policies that invalidate or block password usage if a certain number of failed attempts occur.
On the other hand, there are only a small number
of lattice-based PAKE protocols. One of these latticebased PAKE protocols is that of Katz et al.[20]. This
protocol is proven secure in the standard model security, but it is not efficient due to its Common Reference
String (CRS)-based design. Zhang et al.[21] suggested
a new CRS-based PAKE protocol in 2017. This protocol use public key encryption with associated approximate smooth projective hashing.
But CRS-based protocols use complicated cryptographic tools to achieve standard model security while
Random Oracle Model (ROM)-based protocols have
very simple and elegant designs. Compared to those
CRS-based protocols [20, 21], Ding et al.’s PAKE protocol [22] is more efficient since it is proven secure based
on ROM.
Recently, Xu et al. [23] proposed the first latticebased 3PAKE protocol extending by work of Ding et
al. [22].

Protocol 3 describes key exchange protocol of NewHope.
To compute NewHope, we define HelpRec() and Rec()
functions.
Let CVPD̂4 (x ∈ R4 ) is that an integer vector z such
that is a closest vector to x : x − Bz ∈ V. The
HelpRec(x; b) is defined as follows:
HelpRec(x; b) = CVPD̂4

 2r
q


(x + bg)

mod 2r

where b ∈ {0, 1} is uniformly chosen random bit.
The Decode(x ∈ R4 /Z4 ) is that a bit k such that kg
is a closest vector to x + Z4 : x − kg ∈ V + Z4 . The
Rec(x, r) is defined as follows:

1
q
Rec(x, r) := Decode x − r Br
q
2

Protocol 1: NewHope
Alice

Bob

$

4

seed ←
− {0, 1}256
a ← Parse(SHAKE-128(seed))

Open Quantum Safe Project

4.1

$

(b,seed)
−−−−−→

OQS project[24] is an open source and a consist of 9
PQC cryptography. OQS project is based on 3 kinds
of PQC primitives such as lattice-based, code-based,
and supersingular isogeny elliptic curve. Frodo, BCNS,
NewHope, MSrln, Kyber, NTRU key exchange protocol are based on lattice-based scheme. IQC and MSR
SIDH are based on supersingular isogeny elliptic curve
scheme. McBits is based on code-based scheme. Table
1 describes algorithms of liboqs. To merge OpenSSL,
they implement same header file form in OpenSSL.

v 0 ← us
ν ← Rec(v 0 , r)
µ ← SHA3-256(ν)

LWE
Lattice-based

Supersingular
Elliptic Curve
Code-based

Ring-LWE

(u,r)

←−−−

a ← Parse(SHAKE-128(seed))
u ← as0 + e0
v ← bs0 + e00
$

r←
− HelpRec(v)
ν ← Rec(v, r)
µ ← SHA3-256(ν)

Parameters of NewHope are n = 1024 and q = 12289.
They use binomial distribution is error sampling Ψn16 .
4.1.2 Frodo
Bos et al.[3] proposed LWE key exchange protocol
called Frodo in 2016. Protocol 1 describes key exchange
protocol of Frodo. To compute Frodo, we define rec(),
rounding, and cross-rounding functions.
Let the number B of bits that from one coefficient in
Zq be such that B < (log2 q) − 1. Let B = (log 2q) − B.
The rounding function b·e2B is defined as follows:
j
m
b·e2B : v 7→ 2−B v
mod 2B

Table 1: Algorithms of liboqs
Primitive

$

s0 , e0 , e00 ←
− Ψn16

s, e, ←
− Ψn16

Contents of OQS

Protocol
Frodo
BCNS
NewHope
MSrln
Kyber

Module-LWE
NTRU
IQC Reference
SIDH
MSR SIDH
Error-correcting
McBits
codes

The cross-rounding function h·i2B is defined as follows:
k
j
h·i2B : v 7→ 2−B+1 v
mod 2

Sections from 4.1.1 to 4.1.5, we will describe latticebased key exchange protocol in detail.

Then, we can define rec() function as follows:
rec(w, hvi2B ) := bve2B

4.1.1 NewHope
Alkim et al.[5] proposed Ring-LWE key exchange
protocol called NewHope in 2016.
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if

|v − w| < 2B−2

Protocol 2: Frodo
Alice
$

Bob

s

seedA ←
− U ({0, 1} )
A ← Gen(seedA )
$

)
S, E ←
− χ(Zn×n
q
B ← AS + E

Parameters
of BCNS are n = 1024, q = 232 − 1, σ =
√
8/ 2π ≈ 3.192. They use discrete Gaussian distribution is error sampling χ.

seedA ,B

−−−−−−−−−→
∈{0,1}s ×Zn×n
q

4.1.4 MSrln
Longa et al.[6] proposed Ring-LWE key exchange
protocol called MSrln in 2016. They suggest modular reduction technique using Montgomery reduction.
Number Theoretic Transform (NTT) is used in polyA ← Gen(seedA )
nomial multiplication and addition operations. Key
0
0 $
n×n
S ,E ←
− χ(Zq ) exchange protocol scheme is same as NewHope protocol. Also, they use same parameters from NewHope
0
B ← S0 B + E00
key exchange protocol.
C ← hVi2B

B0 C

←−−−−−−−−−−
K ← rec(B0 S, C)

4.1.5 Kyber
Bos et al.[7] proposed Module-LWE key exchange
protocol called Kyber in 2017. Protocol 4 describes key
exchange protocol of Kyber. To compute Kyber, we
define Compress()q and Decompress()q functions. Let
x ∈ Zq and d < dlog 2(q)e. The Compress()q function
is defined as follows:

∈Zqm×n ×Zm×n
2

K ← bVe2B

There are 4 kinds of parameter sets in Frodo such
as Challenge, Classical, Recommended, and Paranoid.
In OQS library (liboqs) and this paper, we test recommended parameter set. Parameters of Frodo are
n = 752, q = 215 , B = 4. They use rounded Gaussian
distribution is error sampling χ.

Compress()q (x, d) = d(2d /q) · xc

mod + 2d

4.1.3 BCNS
Bos et al.[4] proposed Ring-LWE key exchange protocol called BCNS in 2015. Protocol 2 describes key
exchange protocol of BCNS. To compute BCNS, we define dbl(), rec(), modular rounding, and cross-rounding
functions. Let b·e : R ← Z be the bxe = z for z ∈ Z
and x ∈ [z − 1/2, z + 1/2). The modular rounding
function b·eq,2 is defined as follows:
j2 m
x
mod 2
b·eq,2 : Z ← Z, x 7→ bxeq,2 =
q

The Decompress()q is defined as follows:

The cross-rounding function h·iq,2 is defined as follows:
j4 m
h·iq,2 : Z ← Z, x 7→ h·iq,2 =
x
mod 2
q

where, t = Decompressq (t, dt ), (r, e1 , e2 ) ∈ βηk ×βηk ×βη

Decompress()q (x, d) = d(q/2d ) · xc
The Enc(pk, m) function is defined as follows:
Enc(pk, m) = (u, v)
u = Compressq (AT r + e1 , du )
lqm
· m, dv )
v = Compressq (tT r + e2 +
2

The Dec(sk, (u, v)) function is defined as follows:
Dec(sk, (u, v)) = Compressq (v − sT · u, 1)

Let dbl(): Zq ← Z2q , x 7−→ dbl(x) = 2x − e, where
e is sampled from {−1, 0, 1} with probabilities p−1 =
p1 = 14 and p0 = 21 .
Define the sets I0 = {−, 1, · · · , b 2q e − 1} and I0 =
{−b 2q c, · · · , −1}. Let E = [− 4q , 4q ) the reconciliation
function rec() function as follows:
(
0 if w ∈ Ib + E mod 2q
rec(w, b) =
1 otherwise
Protocol 3: BCNS
Alice
$

Bob

ρ, σ ← {0, 1}256
A ← Sam(ρ) ∈ Rk×k
q
(s, e) ← Sam(σ) ∈ βηk × βηk

m ← {0, 1}256
(K̂, r, d) ← G((t, ρ), m)

$

s0 , e0 ←
−χ
b

→
−

b0 ← as0 + e0 ∈ Rq
$

−χ
e00 ←
v ← bs0 + e00 ∈ Rq
$

v←
− dbl(v) ∈ R2q
0

b ,c

←−−
kA ← rec(2b0 s, c) ∈ {0, 1}n

Protocol 4: Kyber
Alice

t ← Compressq (As + e, dt )

Bob

s, e ←
−χ
b ← as + e ∈ Rq

where, u = Decompressq (v, dv ), v = Decompressq (u, du )

c ← hvi2q,2 ∈ {0, 1}n
kB ← bve2q,2 ∈ {0, 1}n
4

m0 ← Dec(s, (u, v))
(K̂ 0 , r0 , d0 ) ← G(pk, m0 )
(u0 , v 0 ) ← Enc((ρ, t), m0 ; r0 )
(u0 , v 0 , d0 ) = (u, v, d);
K ← H(K̂ 0 , c)
0 0 0
(u , v , d ) 6= (u, v, d);
K ← H(z, c)

(t,ρ)

−−−→ (u, v) ← Enc((ρ, t), m; r))
c ← (u, v, d)
c
←
−

K ← H(c, K)

Table 2: Payload on Open Quantum Safe Protocol
Payload (byte)
Mathematical Problem

Lattice-based

Code-based
Supersingular Isogeny
Elliptic Curve

Protocol
Frodo
BCNS
NewHope
MSrln
Kyber
NTRU
McBits
IQC
MSR SIDH

Alice → Bob

Bob → Alice

Total Payload

Session Key Size

11280
4096
1824
1824
1088
1027
311736
1164
1164

11288
4224
2048
2048
1184
1022
141
1164
1164

22568
8320
3872
3872
2272
2049
311877
2328
2328

32
128
32
32
32
32
32
194
194

Parameters of Kyber are n = 256, q = 7681, k =
3, η = 4, du = 11, dv = 3, dt = 11. They use binomial
distribution is error sampling βηk . H() and G() are
cryptographic hash functions.
There is 3 version of key exchange protocol such as
unauthenticated, one-sided authenticated, and authenticated. Protocol 4 describes unauthenticated key exchange protocol using Kyber.
4.2

Performance Test

In this section, we show detail results of liboqs such
as payload and runtime.
4.2.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental environment is as follows: Intel(R)
CPU i7-5500, RAM 16GB, and test on Ubuntu v16.04.
The compiler also uses gcc v5.4.0. We download reference liboqs source code in GitHub1 .

Figure 1: Comparing Runtime of OQS Protocols
Figure 1 shows runtime of OQS protocols. NewHope,
MSrln, and Kyber based on Ring-LWE scheme are faster
than other protocols. Runtime of NewHope is about
0.23ms and Kyber is 0.38ms. However, total runtime of
supersingular Isogeny Elliptic Curves such as IQC and
MSR SIDH are at least 300ms. McBits has almost same
result in SIDH schemes. These three kinds of schemes
are about 10 times slower than Ring-LWE schemes.
The fastest key exchange protocol is NewHope, which
takes 0.23ms. However, The slowest key exchange protocol is MSR SIDH, which takes 470.88ms.
Figure 2 shows detail runtime of lattice-based OQS
protocols. Red line means total runtime of the protocol. First Alice pre-computation (Alice Comp. 0) phase
initiates key exchange protocol. Bob receives Alice’s
payload, Bob computes shared key (Bob Comp.). Then,
Alice computes shared key(Alice Comp. 1). Frodo is
slowest key exchange protocol more than 3ms in Alice
Comp. 0 and Bob Comp. . Because Frodo uses LWE
scheme for security reason. However, LWE is slower
than Ring-LWE schemes. NewHope, MSrln, and Kyber consume less than 1ms in all phase.

4.2.2 Performance of liboqs
Table 2 describes payload of OQS project. NTRU
has smallest total payload as 2049-byte. Ring-LWE
and SIDH key exchange protocols have a smaller payload than code-based protocol. The largest payload
in the table is McBits, which is 311877-byte. We also
check payload of LWE scheme is larger than Ring-LWE
scheme. Because Ring-LWE computes ring structure.
Therefore, Ring-LWE is efficient than LWE scheme.
Especially, in case of McBits, since the payload of Alice → Bob is about 0.3MB. Therefore, McBits can be
utilized in the IoT device when Server has high computational power. The size of the shared key between the
server and the client is 32-bit, 128-bit or 194-bit. Session key of supersingular isogeny elliptic curve is 194bit. In Alice to Bob’s payload has the largest McBit as
311736-byte and the smallest NTRU as 1027-byte. In
Bob to Alice’s payload has the largest Frodo as 11288byte and the smallest McBits as 141-byte. As a result of
combining both payloads, the largest payload is McBits
as 311877-byte and the smallest payload is NTRU as
2049-byte.
1

https://github.com/open-quantum-safe/liboqs
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As future work, we will merge into Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) system. Current PKI system is not
secure against quantum computing attacks. However,
key exchange protocols in liboqs are quantum-resistant
algorithms. Using quantum-resistant key exchange protocol, we can add a lot of applications such as voting,
smart contract, and smart meter protocols. We will
write OQS project part II paper. In part II paper, we
will describe the background of SIDH and code-based
key exchange schemes. We will check detailed McBits,
IQC, and MSR SIDH key exchange protocol.
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